GA Consortium of Clinical Educators
Meeting Minutes
August 24, 2016
Attendees
Kathy Schaefer, Executive Director (Armstrong Atlantic)
Jenny Wiley, Secretary (UNG)
Jeannette Anderson (Mercer)
Don Walsh (UNG)
Donna Smith (EMORY)
Tracy Wright (Brenau)
Jan Porch (Navicent)
Julie Miller (DeKalb)
David Taylor (Mercer)
Trish Bridges (Emory)
Jeanne Welch (Lanier Tech)
Debbie Prouty (South)
Kathy opened the meeting at 12:01.
1. Selection of new clinical person to replace Jan Porch 2 candidates have been
suggested: Rhonda White, Beth Radford. Kathy will circulate a poll
2. CI Training courses planned:
Brenau Dec 3, 2016
Emory May 2017
Mercer Jan 2017 (Closed)
Armstrong Jan 2017
ACTION ITEMS: Please send any CEU courses to Kathy and she will update the
website; Kathy to create a link to Dawn Hicks, our regional representative for the
Nat'l Consortium of Clinical Educators
3. Policy 17: Don Walsh expressed concerns about the policy. Minutes are not up to
date for the Board and nothing has been brought up recently about it. Overall
consensus is that the policy is directed toward the abuse in the clinical settings.
UNG is opening a student run probono clinic and this limits the student’s access to
patient care. Don suggested that GCCE address the board and request the policy be
reworded to exclude academic settings in some way. Kathy suggested gaining
knowledge about the policy and if it is a threat to clinical education. The policy reads
PTA/trainees/students only and does not include tech/aide. ACTION ITEM: to
discuss next meeting once we have gathered more history on the policy.

4. Symposium plans (Tracy).
Topics ideas:
Common student challenges and relating to professional behavior tool or CPI
Exceptional student interaction
Generational differences relating to professional behaviors
Introducing the students to critical care (may limit the audience)
Case presentations about remediation of clin ed
2:1 PT/PTA models not currently being done in GA
Complex patients and student interaction
Morning session: intro to challenges as it relates to CPI/professional
behaviors along with case studies for break out. Carla may have a student
who would be willing to talk about their experience. May need to deidentify
student/clinic. Could use this to educate CI/CCCE on remediation plans.
Option of using case scenarios for break out groups. Jan suggested bringing
the legal aspects of taking on a student. Need to also include working with
the exceptional student.
Afternoon session: Possibly a completely different topic or keep the theme of
complexity and address complex patients and how to involve students
properly. Use breakout sessions and group therapists per setting.
Location: (Jan)
70 seat room is reserved. Can get smaller break out rooms if needed. There are
lunch options around the site if we do not want to have food brought in.
Job Assignments: Tracy will take ideas and come up with outline of content then
have people sign up for jobs, then come up with schedule. ACTION ITEM:
Consortium to email Tracy with suggestions for speakers/presenters.
Save the date/Brochure
Want to try to circulate by December

September meeting: Kathy to circulate Doodle Poll.

Respectfully submitted,
Jenny Wiley
GCCE, Secretary

